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{With Lose Urself Intro Solo - Eminem:}
look, if you had, one shot, or one opportunity
to seize everything you ever wanted, in one moment
would you capture it, just let it slip, yo

{With Mundian to bach ke Rah - Punjabi Mc:}
Mimian to but the tiri bachin akilar, 
baleri ke muki ale bachin akilaaaaar, {x4}

Arae Karee Na Kisii De Naaal Pyaaar,
The Mundian to bach ke Rahi, 
with the Hurle, hurle, hurle murd Bilar, 
The Mundian to bach ke Rahi 
with the Hurle, Hurle, Hurle murd Bilar, 
The Mundian to bach keee Rahiiiiiiiiii-ahhh! 

Mimian to but the tiri bachin akilar, 
baleri ke muki ale bachin akilaaaaar

{Eminem}:
if you had, one shot, or one opportunity
to seize everything you ever wanted, in one moment
would you capture it, just let it slip, yo

the clocks run out, times up, over, plow!
snap back to reality, oh
there goes gravity, oh
there goes rabbit, he choke
he's so mad but he won't
give up that easy, no
he won't have it he, knows
his whole back's to these ropes
it don't matter he's dope
he knows that but he's broke
he so stacked that he knows
when he goes back to this moble home
that's when it's
back to the lab again, yo
this whole raps city better go capture this moment
and hope it don't pass him (you betta)
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lose yourself in the music, the moment, you own it, 
you better never let it go
you only get one shot, do not miss your chance to blow
this opportunity comes once in a life-time, yo (you
betta)
lose yourself in the music, the moment, you own it, 
you better never let it go
you only get one shot, do not miss your chance to blow
this opportunity comes once in a life-ti
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